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In this note there is given an elementary proof of a non-realizability of the category 
of connected compact semi-separated closure spaces and continuous mappings in the 
category of all set-systems and inversely compatible mappings. Further, there is form-
ulated certain conclusion concerning a non-realizability of separated proximities by 
set-systems. Note that a closure space (in the sense of [1]) is said to be semi-separated 
(also it is called a closure T^-space) if for every two different points there exists neigh-
bourhood each of others which do not contain the other point. The category of all 
closure spaces with continuous mappings as morphisms will be denoted by CI. Full 
subcategories of the last one, objects of which are all semi-separated closure spaces, 
connected compact semi-separated closure spaces we denote by C/, Con1 respectively. 
The symbol S~ will be used for the category of all pairs (P, S), where P is a set and 
SczexpP and inversely compatible mappings, i.e. / e [(P, S)9 (Q, T)]s if XeT 
implies f1(X)e S (cf. e.g. [4], [8]). A realization of a concrete category (Kl9 U^ 
into a concrete category (K2, U2)9 (where U1, U2 are forgetful functors from Kt into 
the category Set of all sets and mappings), is a full functor F: Kt -> K2 one-to-one 
on objects and morphisms such that U2 . F= Ux. Let X be a set, (K, U) a concrete 
category (cf. [2], [6]). A full subcategory of K formed by all objects A e ob K such 
that U(A) = X will be denoted by K(X). If fe mor K, U: K -» Set is a forgetful 
functor, we write / instead of U(f). A closure space (P, u) is said to be compact if 
every proper filter of sets on (P, u) has a cluster point in (P, u) (def. 41 A.3. in [1]). 
1. We are going to prove a local non-realizability of the category Cont in the cate-
gory S~. Define certain closure operations ul9v1 on a three-element set A = 
= {at, a29 a3} as follows: 
ut{at} = {al9a2}9 ut{a2} = {a29 a3}9 ut{a3} = {al9 a3}9 
vt{at} = {al9a3}9 vt{a2} = {al9a2}9 vt{a3} = {a29a3}. 
Let P be an infinite set. Denote by u* the coarsest ^-topology on the set P, i.e. 
the topology of finite complements, which is also called a Fr&het topology. Let 
{Pi : i = 1, 2, 3} be a decomposition of the set P such that card Px = card P2 = 
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= card P3 = card P. Further, denote by ^ a canonical mapping of P onto A such 
that i"i(ai) = Pi for i = 1, 2, 3, by u a closure operation on the set P projectively 
generated by the system {£.• P -* (A, i^), idp: P -* (P, w*)} and by t; a closure operation 
projectively generated by {£: P -» (/*, i^), idp: P -+ (P, u*)} (see 32A.2. in [1]), i.e. 
u is the coarsest closure operation on P such that mappings £: (P, u) -* (A, uj, 
idp: (P, u) -» (P, w*) are continuous and similarly for v. 
1.1. Lemma. Let P be an infinite set, u, v, be the above defined closure operations 
on P. It holds: (P, u), (P, v) e ob Cont and u
2 # u # v # v2, (where u2 is the second 
iteration ofu). 
Proof. Consider the space (P,u). Since idp: (P, w)->(P, u*) is a continuous 
mapping, (P, u) is semi-separated. Let I s ? be a non-void subset. From 
above and the definition of (P, u) it follows that finite sets, 0 and P are the 
only closed sets in the space (P, u). Hence (P, u) does not contain any proper 
non-void clopen subset thus according to 20 B.2. in [1] it is connected. Let R be an 
interior cover of (P, u), i.e. R c exp P and P = (J int „X. According to the definition 
XeR 
of (P, u), for X cz P it holds int JC ^ 0 if and only if there exist at least two indexes 
i,j- {1, 2, 3}, j j±j with Pi u Pj G X. Thus JR contains a finite subcover of (P, u) 
hence in regard with theorem 41 A.9. [1] the space (P, u) is compact. We have 
(P, u) 6 ob Con^. The same holds evidently for the space (P, v). Further, we have 
UPX = P ! U P2, UP2=P2V P3, VP± = P ! U P3, VP3 = P 2 U P 3 , t/
2P! = u(Pt U P2) = 
= P and t?2Pj = t;(P! u P3) = P, q.e.d. 
In what follows we suppose that P is a fixed infinite set and for X g P put Xf = 
= X n Pi, i = 1, 2, 3. Let 2? = {bx, b2} be a set, t a topology on B defined by the 
rules: T ^ } = B, x{b2} = {b2}. Consider a two-element decomposition {Q{: i = 
= 1, 2} of the set P such that card Qt = card Q2 = card P and denote by t a Tt-to-
pology on P projectively generated by the system {y : P -• (J?, T), idp : P -^ (P, w*)}, 
where y(x) = i f for x e Qt, i = 1, 2. Evidently (P, 0 is a connected compact semi-
separated topological space. 
1.2. Theorem. Let K be a full subcategory of Cont such that {(P, u), (P, u*), (P, t)} g 
ob K. There is no realization of the category K into the category S~(P). 
Proof. Let F: K -> S" be a realization. Let F(P,u*)• = (P, S(K*)). According to 
proposition 5. in [8] it holds that S(u*) is either the system of all closed sets or the 
system of all open sets in (P, u*). Without loss of generality it can be supposed that 
the first case occurs. (A functor G : S~ .-> S~ for which C?(P, S) = {P - X: Xe S} is 
a realization). Every bijection/: P -> P belongs to [(P, u), (P, u*)]Cont thus X g P, 
card X<K0 implies IeS(«) , where (P, S(u)) = P(P, u). Since every bijection 
gi:P-+Pi, 16 {1,2, 3}, is an element from [(P, u*), (P,u)]Cont we have that for 
Xe S(u) the set Xt = X n Pf is either finite or Xt = Pt. Let Xe 5(i/), Xfl = P, card 
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Xh < K0. Suppose that it = I, i2 = 2. Let ft : P -* P be such a mapping that 
restrictionsfi |Ql : & -*Xl9fx \Ql :Q2~+(P~ X2) are bijective. Since fx emor CI, 
ft e [(P, t)9 (P> u*)]Coni we have according to theorem 32 A. 10. in [1] that ft e 
e [(P, t), (P, u)]Coni and thus & e S(t). If X3 = P, we consider a mappingf2 : P -> P 
such that f2 lQl : Qi -* (P2 - -T2) and f2 \Ql: Q2 -» X3 are bijections. As above, 
there isf2 e [(P, t)9 (P, u)]Cont hence g 2 e S(0- If card X3 < K0, we take a mapping 
f3 : P -» P with properties: f3 |Ql : Qt -> (P3 - X3) and f3 \Ql :Q2-+X are bijec-
tions. From the continuity of thb mapping f3 : (P, 0 -* (P, u) we get that Q2 e S(t). 
Therefore it holds Qt, Q2 e S(t) which is a contradiction with lemma 2.b. in [8]. 
From here we have the equality 
S(u) = {X s P : card X < K0} u {P} = S(u*), 
which contradits [(P, u), (P, u)]Coni # [(P,u*), (P,u*)]Coni. The proof is complete. 
Remark. It is evident that we can consider the closure space (P, v) instead of (P, u) 
and after the corresponding changes we get the result of the same type as above. 
Further, from the just proved theorem it follows especially the corresponding part 
of proposition 3. in [4], which is also a corollary of the theorem from paper [7] 
p. 537 obtained in another way. 
It is to be noted that the closure operation u is realizable by a set-system with 
respect to the semigroup of all continuous transformations of the space (P, w). More 
precisely, it holds: 
1.3. Proposition. Let P be an infinite set. There exists a set-system T c exp P such 
that [(P, u), (P, u)]a = [(P, T), (P, T)]s.. 
Proof. Denote by X the cyclic permutation (1, 2, 3) of the set / = {1,2, 3} and 
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put T = (J {Pt u X: 0 # X cz PA(i), card X < K0} u {X: X c P, card X < K0} u 
i= 1 
u {P}. Evidently, the mapping f: P -> P belongs to [(P, u)9 (P, u)]a if and only if 
it is either a constant mapping or there exists a morphism cp e [(A, ux)9 (A9 ut)]a such 
that <Ef = q>%9 where ut and ^ are defined in the beginning of this paragraph and 
f"1^) is a finite set for each xeP . It is easy to verify that [(P, u)9 (P9u)]a c 
c [(P, T),(P, r ) ] s _. We are going to show that a mapping feP
F such that f£ 
£ [(P, T), (P, r)]s_ is not a continuous transformation of the space (P, u). It is 
sufficient to examine three following cases: 
1° It does not exist a mapping q>e AA such that £f= <p£. 
2° There exists a mapping q> e AA satisfying the condition <Jf= <p£, however 
Vi[(^>^i)>(A>^i)]a> 
3° £f = (p£ for some q> e [(A, ut), (A, ut)]a but there exists an infinite set ^ c P 
with the property card f(X) < K0 and /"is not a constant mapping. 
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In the case 1° there exists such an index i0 e J that it holds: f(Pi0) n Pt & 0 # 
# f(Pio) n Pj, where /, jeJ, i ^j. Consider jeJ such that card (P, nf(Pi(j)) = 
= card P, that is card fi(PJ) ^ K0. There exists x 0ePA a ) with the property 
r%(xQ)uf'
1(Pj)iiP^ Then {x0}uPjeT but f'
1^} u ^ ) * r for card 
f-i(P,)=K0. 
In the second case we suppose that <p(#i) = ai* <P(ai) = #i» <Ka3) = a 3- Since 
A(l) = 2, A(2) = 3, X(3) = 1 and t(Pt) = {a,}, for / e {1, 2, 3} we have P3 u {x0} e T9 
where JC0 ePx a n d / " ^ u {x0}) = P3 uf" W # T f o r f "
1 ^ ) g P2. If 9 ^ ) = 
= <p(a2) = «i and q>(a3) = a3 or <p(a$) = a2 then for x0 e P2 we have Pt u {x0} e T, 
Pi u P 2 g f "
1 ^ u {x0}) hence f "
1 ^ ! u{x 0 })£r . Similarly, we get in the 
remaining cases which are permutations of above introduced thatfis not an inversely 
compatible mapping. 
Let us consider case 3°. Choose a point x0 e Pl0, (i0 e J) for which ca rd f"
1 ^ ) = 
= K0. There exists j0 e J withf~
l(x0) g Pjo. Let fc e / be sax index with the property 
X(k) = i0. It holds Pk u {x0} G T andf-^P,) uf~
l(x0) $ T. 
Therefore we have got that f$ [(P, T), (P, T)]s„ hence [(P, a), (P, u)]a = 
= [(P ,r),(P ,r)] s . ,q.e.d. 
2. We turn our attention to certain proximity induced by a closure operation. 
Some notions, first. By a proximity space it will be understood a proximity space in the 
sense of tech's book [1]. Moreover we deal with general separated proximity spaces 
which are pairs (P, P), where Pisa set and p a binary relation on exp P satisfying 
following conditions: 
1° 0 nonPP , 
2° p is symetric, 
3° Xt, X2 c P then (Xx u X2) pY if and if XtpY or X2pY, 
4° if JC, y e P then xpy if and only if x = y. 
A proximity space (P,P) is called discrete if for X, Y cz P it holds Xpy if and 
only if X n 7 ^ 0 and it is called p-connected if for each X c P, X ^ 0 it holds 
Xp(P — X). Notice that a p-connected space is defined in [5] (def. 2.1.) as a proxi-
mity space which cannot be mapped by a proximally continuous mapping onto 
a two-element discrete proximity space. Here, a proximity space in the sense of 
JefremoviC—Smirnov is ment but it is easy to verify that the above introduced 
definition is equivalent to the last one also in the case of general proximity spaces 
{cf. theorem 2.1. in [5]). 
By P will be denoted the category of all proximity spaces (satisfying conditions 
1°, 2°, 3° and (prox 3) from [1] p. 4391 and proximally continuous mappings, by 
Pc9 Pt full subcategories of P of all p-connected, proximity spaces, separated proximity 
1 Axiom (prox3) in [1], 25, p. 439 says that X c P, Y c P, Xn Y*0 implies XpY. It follows 
from 3 and 4°. 
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spaces respectively. Pcx means Pc nPx. A proximity p for closure operation u<mP 
defined by X, Y c P, XpFif and only if «X n wF & 0, is called a Wallman proximity 
of (P,t/), (cf. 25 A. 18. in [1]). We shall denote it by pu. Further, we denote by W 
a covariant functor from the category CI into the category P such that for (P, u) e ob CI 
it is W(P9u) = (P,pu) and which preserves actual forms of morphisms. Evidently 
such a functor exists since the continuity of the mapping/: (P, u) -+ (Q9 v) implies 
the proximal continuity off: (P, pu) -» (Q9 pv). If (P, u) e ob Clx then JF(P, u) e ob Pj. 
By Wx, JV2> Ŵ T
 a r e denoted restrictions of JVonto Clx, Conl9 8 t respectively, where 
Clx means the full subcategory of CI of all semi-separated closure spaces and Bx the 
full subcategory of the last one of all topological Tj-spaces. 
2.1. Lemma. The functor Wx : Clx ->. Px is a realization. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the functor Wx is one-to-one on objects and full. 
Let w, v be arbitrary various semi-separated closure operations on a set P, WX(P, u) = 
= (P,PU), WX(P9 v) = (P,pv). Let Xc P be a non-void set such that uX *- vX; 
suppose that uX — vX # 0. For xeuX — vX it holds {x} puX and {JC} non p̂ X, 
thusptt # Pv. Let (P,P), (Q9 q) e ob Pl9fe [(P9p)9 (Q9 q)]Pt and (P, u)9 (Q>v)bz such 
objects of Clx that WX(P9 u) = (P,P), WX(Q9 v) = (Q9 q). Let X be a non-void subset 
of P, x e wX be a point. Since {JC} PX, {f(jc)} qf(X) i.e. /(JC) e vf(X)9 we have f(uX) cz 
c vf(X). Hence fe [(P, w), (Q, i?)]c/l and we get that Wx is full. 
Remark. The functor W: CI -» P is not a realization because of e.g. closure opera-
tions T, cr on the set B = {bx, 62} defined by the rules: T ^ } = <x{ft2} =
: -̂> ^{^2} ^ 
= {̂ 2}, <r{*i} = {*i} are different i.e. a # T and ^(£ , <x) = (5,p*) = W(B,%)9 
where p* is the coarsest proximity on B9 i.e. X, Y c B9 Xp*Y if and only if X # 
Considering lemma 2.1. or example 1. from [3] we get from theorem 1.2.: 
2.2. Theorem. Let P be an infinite set. There is no realization of the category Pcx(P) 
into the category S~(P). 
Proof. Assuming that there exists a realization G : Pcx(P) -> S~~(P)9 we get accord-
ing to lemma 2.1. that the functor F — Go W2: Conx(P) -• S""(P) is also a realiza-
tion, which is a contradiction with theorem 1.2. 
Remark. The obtained result can be specified as in theorem 1.2. with the use of 
proximity spaces WX(P9 u)9 W2(P, t) and WX(P9 u)9 where corresponding closure 
spaces are those considered in the proceeding paragraph. 
In paper [3] is contained a general method for the construction of special fiinctors 
between considered concrete categories as full embeddings, especially realizations. 
There is also given a schema which makes possible to obtain the following proposition 
which we prove directly in another way. 
2.3. Proposition. The functor WT : Bx -> Px is the only realization of Bx into Px. 
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Proof. The functor WT is a realization according to lemma 2.1. Let F: Bx -• Pt 
be a realization, (P, u)eobBi9 F(P9u) = (P,P). Let X, Y be arbitrary non-void 
subsets of P such that X non pX. Put Q = w(X u F) and consider the relativi-
zation uQ of u onto g. If we put (Q9 q) = F(Q9 uQ) we have X non #F for (t/X) non 
p(uY) in (P,P). Let a e X, 6 e F. A mapping (p: Q -• g defined 
- { : 
.„ for xeuX 
^ "i*-for xeuY 
is a proximally continuous mapping of (Q9 q) into itself. Indeed, if for Xx, X2 g Q 
it holds X-£X2 then either Xt n uX # 0 and X2 n t/X # 0 or Xx n uY ^ 0 and 
Jf2 n w/* # 0, hence <p(Xx) qcp(X2). From the fullness of F it follows that <p e 
€ [(Q, uQ)9 (Q9 uQ)]ck which implies uX n t/F = 0, hence X non pttF. Thus we have 
/>« is P. 
We shall show that/? £ Ptt. Admit that there exists a pair X, F of non-void subsets 
ofPsuch that XpYand K J n « y = 0. Suppose that card [P - u(Xu Y)] = K0. Let 
v0 be a topology for the set A = {ai9a29 az} such that v0{ax} = {%}, v0{a2} = {a2}, 
t?o(a3} *= -4. Denote by £- a mapping of the set P onto A and by £2 a mapping of the 
set R = {xl9 x2} u [P - w(Xu F)], (where {xl5 x2} eXx F is an arbitrary but 
fixed pair), onto the set A defined as follows: 
Î
at for x є uX9 
a2 for x є uY9 Ç2(x) = 
aъ for xєP -u(Xv F), 
at for x = xx, 
a2 for x = x29 
aъ for x є P - u(Xu F). 
Denote by t? a Tropology on P projectively generated by the system {it: P -» (.A, t?0), 
idF : P -* (P, M*)} and by w a Tropology on R9 which is projectively generated by 
the system {£2:i? -* (A9 v0)9 idK : _R -* (P, u*)}9 where u denotes as above the 
topology of finite complements. Finally, by/will be denoted a mapping of P onto R 
such that f(x) = x% for xe uX9 f(x) = x2 for xeuY and /(*) = x for xe[P — 
— U(XKJ F)]. The considered diagram is following: 
(/>,„) J * ^ (/>,„) 
idp 
(P>W*) j2fL (J*,*) -J-U 04,t?o) 
In accordance with theorem 32 A.8. in [1] (as in the preceeding paragraph) we have 
that/e mor Clt. Then F(f) e [(P, s)9 (R9 r)]Pi where ((P, s) = F(P, v)9 (R9 r) = P(jR, w) 
and id,»e[rP,P), (P,j)]Pl, hence {x j =/(X)r/(F) = {x2}, thus ^ = xl9 which 
contradicts X n F = 0. The same contradiction we get also in the case when P # 
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& u(X u Y) and card [P — u(X u Y)] < K0. Indeed, considering a mapping $ of 
(P, u) into itself such that ^(x) = xx for xeuX and ^(JC) = JC2 for xeuYu 
u [P - « ( I u y)], where xt sX, x 2 e F, we get {xx} = i>(X)/7^(F) = {x2} for 
^ G [(P, u\ (P, t/)]c/l. Thus xi = x2. In a similar way we obtain this contradiction 
also in the case when X u y is a dense set in (P, u), i.e. P = u(X u y), with the use 
of the restriction of if/ onto u(X u y); it is the simplest case. Therefore it holds 
uX n uY ^ 0 and we have that p S pu, hence P = / v Consequently F(P, w) = 
= WT(P9 u) for each object (P, u) eobBl. The proof is complete. 
In the first part of the proof it is not required that considered closure spaces are 
topological. We have either from here or using methods described in the second 
paragraph of [8] that the Wallman proximity for (P, u) e ob Clx is not coarser then 
a proximity which is assigned to u by a realization of Clx into ?x. 
The author is indebted to Jifi Rosicky for his valuable remarks and the critical 
perusal of the whole manuscript. 
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